
And spunkie ance to make us me llow, 
And then we'll shi ne . 

Now if ye're ane 0' warl's fo lk 
Wha rate the wearer by the c loak, 
And sk~ent on poverty their joke, 

W1' bitter sneer, 
Wi' you no friendship will I troke , 

Nor cheap nor dear, 

But if, as I'm informed wee l, 
Ye hate as ill's the very deil 
The flinty hearts that canna f~el-

Come, Sir, here's tae you; 
Hae! there's my haun',' I wi s h yo wee 

And Gude be wi' you, 

PARADIGM LOS_ 
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April 20, 1998 Bruce I, Pe t r ie 

The triplets of the Digm fa ' y were growing old 
gracefully, All of them were fo ow~ 9 essentially the 
same rules for mellow maturation: h ey avoided 
spending more than a few weeks each year i the 
seductive embrace of a warm c li a e ; ey kept their 
internal plumbing in good working order by appropriate 
roughage, Metamucil to be exact; t e ' r sex lives 
harmonious by treating the ir spo ses as ' f they were 
newlyweds and, with the except 'on C arw ' nia, who did 
not have the problem, regular --_ng he superfluous 
hair out of their noses and ears, .. reo er, they did 
not whine about the frus tratio ' s world but 
instead heeded the admonitio :ru ho a s not to 
"go quietly into the dark nig " :: ra-her to "rage, 
rage against the dying lig ~ 
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As the triplets proceeded into their "golden 
years", the efficacy of these rules was clear to all 
their friends. To be sure, the triplets had been born 
with a certain social cachet simply by the wonders of 
cellular division which made the two male siblings 
genetically identical and their simultaneous sister as 
close to them genetically as females can be to males. 
In school, when the facts were known, they soon tired 
of being referred to as a pair of Digms and a nickel. 
It got no better when Darwinia later married one David 
Dame, to make it, of course, two Digms and a Dame. 
Such are life's small burdens. 

Nonetheless, they were grateful that the genes 
they shared had given to each of them their parents' 
physical appearance: strong, tall, pleasing - not 
quite to say handsome - and had given them their 
inquiring, resilient minds. As they talked about it 
later in life, one of them characterized their genetic 
inheritance as a force much like the force of gravity: 
always there t inexorable, mysterious, capable of being 
overridden, but impossible to override forever. 

It was, thUS, not surprising that the triplets 
would choose vocations similar to those of their 
parents. All of them had become academicians t as both 
of their parents had been. William chose English 
literature, Paul chose theology and Darwinia gravitated 
to geology. Each of them had built a distinguished 
career which had led to a certain amount of fame t if 
not fortune. By dint of diligence, brainpower and some 
lucky breaks, each had become Doctor Digm, or in 
Darwinia's case, Dr. Dame. Each had a curriculum vitae 
impressive even to fellow scholars and each was now 
approaching emeritus status, William at Yale, Paul at 
Harvard and Darwinia at the University of Cincinnati. 

A careful observer looking in on a certain mid
winter gathering at Darwinia's home might have 
discerned from the happy scene most of what I have 
described above. The Dame home was old, spacious and 
gracefully protected by the large elm trees which 
inhabit the Clifton section of Cincinnati, an area 
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redolent with the sometimes mus ty smell s characteristic 
of academicians everywhere - a t leas t of those whose 
tweedy jackets had been purchased in thei r 
undergraduate days and whose brown loafers should have 
been donated to the Salvation Army at leas t two 
Christmases ago. The family h a d gathered for the 
christening of the Dame's lates t grandchild. After the 
lunchtime festivities, as t he party was winding d own, 
Darwinia asked to make an announcement. 

She and her brothers each had received news, 
virtually simultaneously, that they had won honorary 
doctorates from their r e spective univ ersities a nd each 
had been chosen to give the c ommenceme nt address that 
Spring. As the family's applause a nd c o ngr atulations 
died down, Darwinia went on to expla i n what some in the 
family had already guessed, that t hi s coincidence was 
not as remarkable as it mi ght seem a nd, i ndee d, was not 
a coincidence at all. 

As many in the family knew from the national 
publicity, the Professors Digm and Dame, in the 
twilight of their careers, had fa i rly burst from the 
obscurity of a c ademia into the br i ght c e lebrity of 
media attention . They had publ i c l y announced that, i n 
their own ways and within their respective disciplines, 
they now had serious doubts about much of what they had 
been teaching for half a century, tac i tly admitting 
that the y had, in many ways, misle d thousands of 
students with what they now regarded as misinformation 
or, at least, tardy information. 

Although these confessions had been innocent, and 
re flected selfless integrity a t its best, they had gone 
off like bombshells. The reaction of their colleagues 
in the English Literature, Theology and Geology 
establishments had ranged from disbelief to outrage, 
with not a few wondering whether William, Paul and 
Darwinia had gone off their r ockers. To thus lose the 
respect of one's colleagues at career's sunset was a 
bitter valedictory. William, Paul and Darwinia had 
faced a struggle of conscience, wondering if iconoclasm 
was the legacy they really wanted to leave . 
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Continuing her remarks to the family, Darwinia 
went on to explain that she, William and Paul had 
anticipated adverse reactions, if not their intensity, 
and had recognized that their revelations would cause 
enormous embarrassment to their universities; that the 
administrations would face angry alumni, perhaps even 
demands for the Presidents' resignations. But to their 
relief the Presidents of Harvard and Cincinnati had 
been p~rsuaded by the wisdom of Yale's President that 
their best strategy was the exact opposite of what 
might be expected: that the three Presidents should 
respond with acclaim and applause for the integrity and 
courage of these distinguished faculty members whose 
actions were consonant with the highest principles of 
academy. 

That strategy had, indeed, led to the honorary 
doctorates and commencement invitations. By phenomenal 
coincidence, the respective addresses would be given on 
the same day at the same time. Darwinia concluded her 
remarks by expressing her gratitude for the family's 
support, urging them to give credit to the three 
university Presidents, and hinting that they should 
expect a surprise or two when the commencement 
addresses were given five months hence. 

On the appointed day and hour the Digm triplets 
delivered their addresses to the commencement 
convocations at Harvard, Yale and Cincinnati. As 
strong, confident and articulate speakers, they were 
able to engage even an audience eager to move beyond 
the formalities to graduation festivities with family 
and friends. The applause in each case was more than 
perfunctory and some in the audience were even moved to 
make it a standing ovation. Moreover as it turned 
out, the siblings had been modest in their expectations 
of the press and television coverage. The commercial 
~elevisio~ networks, although, as usual, having little 
lnterest 1n the content of the speeches, were intrigued 
by the novelty of three speeches by members of the same 
family, and mad; it th~ feature~ segment of the evening 
news. On NPR, All Thlngs Consldered" opened with the 
story, and on public television, Jim Lehrer assembled a 
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panel of experts to discuss not only the siblings' 
themselves, but the substantive meaning of the 
speeches. Best of all, the New York Times, willing to 
assume that its readers actually understand the English 
language, printed the text of the speeches in full, 
without explaining to their readers what they meant. 
The Boston Globe gave the story almost as much space as 
the Times. Laurie Petrie of the Cincinnati Post came 
forth with a thoughtful and penetrating analysis of the 
philosophical aspects of the speeches and the 
Cincinnati Enquirer regarded the story as so newsworthy 
that it gave it almost as much attention as Pete Rose's 
latest bid to return from baseball's purgatory. 

Here's what the Times' readers found in the next 
day's issue, quoting William's address at Yale: 

"Thank you, President Levin, for that kind 
introduction. As the President said, my name is 
William Digm. My family name, by the way, is spelled 
D-I-G-M. What the President did not say, because he 
did not know, is that the very same remarks I am about 
to make are also being made, as I speak, by my brother 
Paul, a professor of theology and the commencement 
speaker at Harvard University, and by my sister, 
Darwinia Dame, a professor of geology and the 
commencement speaker at the University of Cincinnati. 

As some of you may have heard, we recently 
recognized that each one of us, teaching thousands of 
students like you for more than four decades, has been 
teaching what to us now appear to be serious fallacies. 

Your reaction to that may be: so what? You have 
assumed all along that all your professors have been 
whacko about some things - and some have been whacko 
about all things. Nonetheless, by focusing, today, on 
that subject, I hope that I will alert you to the risk 
of similar mistakes as you pursue your own careers. 

To explain myself, I am obliged to use a term 
which has been called the "great intellectual cliche of 
our age" and has been a favorite of punsters 
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everywhere. I speak of paradigms and paradigm shi~ts. 
Literally to use a paradigm is to show "side by slde"; 
the word ~eans a model or example. But it is a word 
which has been very loosely used since it was made 
famous thirty-six years ago by one Thomas S. Kuhn, a 
physicist and science historian. 

Kuhn was speaking of paradigms in the physical 
sciences, that is, of standard and recurring 
illustrations of theories within a scientific 
specialty. But the concept of paradigms did not become 
popular until it was noticed that they shift - much 
like a belly dancer who is only of passing interest 
until she starts moving. The classic paradigm shift 
was the one which changed almost everything: the one 
begun by the Polish cleric and astronomer, Nicholas 
copernicus, advanced by Johannes Kepler and, fifty 
years later, demonstrated conclusively by Gali1eo and 
his telescope. 

Copernicus, Kepler and Galileo not only proved 
that the Sun does not revolve around the Earth; they 
proved that the Western world need not revolve around 
the Church at Rome. They led the way into the 
Enlightenment, without which you and I would not be in 
this stadium today. After Galileo, no intelligent man 
could assert that the Earth was immobile and the center 
of the Universe. But, unfortunately, the Church did 
just that, and the Inquisition put the aging Galileo 
under house arrest, in disgrace. 

One might say that the Church reacted to the 
Copernican Revolution as if it were the first Polish 
joke, but the Church fathers were so heavy handed about 
it that no one laughed. Indeed, many of the less 
courageous faithful were sufficiently intimidated that 
they distanced themselves from Galileo despite their 
realization that he was right. These fair weather 
friends included none other than John Milton who in 
composing his epic poem, "Paradise Lost", concealed his 
acceptance of Galileo's cosmology. Milton decided that 
~he.better part of wisdom was to endorse the Church's 
lnslstence that the Sun revolves around the Earth _ 
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that is, around Rome . But, no matter how unwe l come, 
Galileo's proof was a warni ng to the Church that a 
theology built upon a shiftabl e paradigm better be 
prepared to shift itself or r i s k becoming irrelevant. 

Some 359 years intervened between the work of t h e 
Chief Inquisitor, Galileo's bete no ' re, and Pope John 
Paul II, who, in 1992, afte r a th ' r ee -year 
investigation, announced that Ga ' _eo ad been right 
all along: the Sun, after all, does not revolve around 
the Earth, the reverse is true. Co e to think of it , 
it is probably just as well for t e safety of the 
American and Russian ast r onauts chat he Popes, for a l l 
their spiritual prowess, have 0 bee in charge of the 
space program. 

There are at least fou r lessons for all of us i n 
the celebrated Galileo story : first, that p a r adigms do 
sh~ft; second, that those who are first to as s e r t t h e 
Shlft ~ften pay for their a udacity, facing humilia tion 
by thelr colleagues and shunning by thei r friends ' 
t~ir~, that if the y live long enough, the pioneer~ a r e 
vlndlcated when the new paradigm replaces the old ; and 
fourth, that their detractors are ultimately force d t o 
eat crow. 

In our day, the word "paradigm" is no longer 
confined to the physical sc iences. It is used and 
misused by economists, sociologists, lawye r s , 
psychologists, theologians, s portswriters and even 
professors; in fact, by just about everyone . I would 
like to bring to your attent ion three paradigms, only 
one related to science, that have shifted or a r e 
shifting right under the nose s of my siblings and 
myself, without our having e nlightened our s t udents 
about them. 

Let me first discuss a theological paradigm 
familiar to the Western mind: monotheism . Monotheism 
itself represented a shif t fro the poly thei sms of 
Egypt and Greece and the shift carried with it a rich 
transfer of religious mythology and metap hys ical 
notions. In our count ry its pr ' ncipal expr ession is 
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found in what might be called the hyphenated theology, 
that is, Judeo-Chrl~Lian theology. For many JeWR and 
many Christians, the phrase "Judeo-Christian" is an 
oxymoron. Yes, the Christian Bible includes what 
Christians call the "old Testament" and which they use 
mostly for its wonderful proverbs and epigrams and to 
compose libretti for many of their favorite hymns. 
And, yes, Jews, although often offended by the labels 
"Old Testament" and "New Testament", effectively join 
in that most important of New Testament holidays, 
Christmas. But, unfortunately, in both religions the 
hyphen in "Judeo- Christian" is now often seen as a 
period, not as a hyphen. It is often overlooked that 
the function of the hyphen is to connect 3200 years of 
monotheism lying to the left of the hyphen with 2000 
years of monotheism lying to the right of the hyphen, 
which, of course, overlap the last 2000 years of 
monotheism which lies to the left of the hyphen. 
Moreover the "one God" to the left of the hyphen is the 
same "one God" to the right of the hyphen. It is an 
important hyphen indeed. But, within all this 
intertwined monotheism, there is an enormous diversity 
within the Jewish and Christian communities. 

In fact, it might be called a multi - media 
monotheism because God speaks to them in many different 
ways and often is defined with many different and 
contradictory definitions. There is a God that is 
loving and merciful; a God that is frightful and 
vengeful; a God who chose to visit Earth and a God who 
didn't; a God that has power to intervene in history 
and a God that doesn't; a God who does have such power 
but won't use it and a God who has the power and will 
use it; a God who is the Creator and a God who is not 
the Creator but exists post-Creation; a God who created 
man out of whole cloth and a God who created forms from 
which man evolved over eons; a God who was created by 
Man and a God about whom one cannot speak because to do 
so is to define the undefinable. 

It will be protested, of course, that these are 
not separate Gods but simply different opinions about 
the nature of a single God. But with God we are not 
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dealing with a provable concept. And i f the nature of 
God cannot be proven, should it not be said that one's 
faith and belief necessarily dete rmine the reality of 
God - at least for that person? While the 
institutional church protests s uch an idea and attempts 
to comfort the confused, it has not, for better or 
worse, come up with a definit ion of God that is the 
same for all of us. 

Within Judaism and within Christianity, the 
conflicting views might be labeled "tight", 
"comfortable" or "loose", but are more commonly 
identified as "orthodox", "conservative", "reform", 
"fundamentalist", "evangelical ", or "liberal". Often a 
subgroup within Judaism is closer to a subgroup in 
Christianity than it is to the far extreme in its own 
religion. Apropos of this phenomenon, there is, for 
example, a current development within Christianity 
which represents a serious challenge to orthodox 
Christian theology. The popular press has focused 
considerable attention on the work of a group of Ne w 
Testament scholars who call themselves the Jesus 
Seminar. These scholars are not far-out cultists, 
despite the name and their being based in California. 
They are serious scholars, Protestants, Catholics and 
some Jews, associated with a wide variety of 
universities, including Harvard, Notre Dame, Vassar, 
Rutgers and Cincinnati's Xavier, often with experience 
as pastors of main - line churches. Many are members of 
prestigious professional societies and have been at 
their current work for more than twelve years. Their 
proceedings are open and regularly attended by lay 
persons from many denominations and walks of life. 
Their research and debates have produced an endless 
stream of books and articles, readily available to 
interested parties . Many of them travel regularly to 
speak at churches and other public forums. 

Their work is often described as a search for the 
historical Jesus. Which words and acts attributed to 
Jesus in the New Testament canon are likely authentic 
and which are not? This quest, of course, is anathema 
to those who hold fast to biblical inerrancy. But to 
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many thoughtful Christians these are serious questions, 
especially so in religion which, unlike many so - called 
"natural" world religions, is predicated on assertions 
of historical fact. The Jesus Seminar is far from the 
first to embark on this quest but simply the latest in 
a long and distinguished line of scholars who have 
undertaken similar exploration. None other than Thomas 
Jefferson, in the early nineteenth century, redacted 
the King James version of the New Testament by 
excising, with a pair of scissors, those portions which 
he believed to be not credible. Following Jefferson 
came David Friedreich Strauss, Rudolph Bultman, Albert 
Schweitzer and, more currently, dozens of other 
scholars not connected with to the Jesus Seminar. 

As the Seminar has pointed out, many Christians 
would admit to having given little thought to the 
evidentiary setting of the Gospels. Many would be 
surprised to learn, as agreed by the vast majority of 
New Testament scholars, that there are no known 
original manuscripts, all we have are copies; there is 
no evidence that any of the authors knew Jesus; the 
first Gospel to be written, the Book of Mark, was 
written about 70 A.D., 30 or 40 years after the death 
of Jesus; Matthew and Luke are drawn from Mark, and 
also from an apparent, but undiscovered, common source, 
code named "Q"; all of the Gospels were written after 
all of Paul's letters, which were written over a ten
year period beginning about 50 A.D. and which say 
little about the facts of Jesus' life; no one knows who 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John were, and the Gospel of 
John is written in an entirely different style than the 
others, was probably written by several individuals 
over a period of years and seems to have been edited 
and reedited. 

What Christians now accept as the New Testament 
is, of course, the product of hundreds of translations 
into and from scores of different languages. Much of 
the translation has been done by committees of scholars 
and thus is the product of debate and ultimate 
resolution by human consensus. It is well to recall 
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Moving beyond the tradit ional techniques of this 
quest, the Jesus Seminar scholars ave utili zed 
established criteria for literary s e thing, a 
discipline known as "form criticis n and also the new 
findings of modern archeology, 5 ch as the Nag Hammadi 
codices in 1945 and Dead Sea Scr 55 ' n 1947. To this 
they have added a heavy dose of co 0 sense and have 
reached some provocative conc s~ . s abo the actions 
and sayings of Jesus. For exa p e , t e Se inar has 
opined that of the 1500 sayings a r ' b ted to Jesus 
about 75% of the attributions are h'gh y improbable . 

To say that the popular press has had a field day 
with the Jesus Seminar claims is to put it mildly . To 
say that the Christian establish ents is incredulous is 
not surprising and to say that fundamentalists are 
outraged is to state the obvious , Critici sm of the 
Seminar is often accompanied by ridicule and ad hominem 
disparagement. All of this obscures the fact that many 
of the Jesus Seminar scholars find that Jesus is a much 
more compelling figure once the encrustations of the 
ages are cut away; that the ineffable message comes 
more sharply into focus when the embellishment s of 
Jesus' expectant followers are fi tered out, when more 
emphasis is put on the message and somewhat less on the 
messenger. 

Christian biblical illiteracy, Zioni sm and the 
Holocaust have combined to p reserve anc ient antipathies 
but, ironically, divisions withi Judai sm and within 
Christianity are leading to a change. Jews who cannot 
accept the rigidity of Orthodoxy or the equivocation of 
Conservatism will find kindred spirits among Christians 
who realize that much of traditiona New Testament 
theology, relying so heavily on a supernatural view 
history, cannot withstand the scrutiny of the new 
scholarship. This segment of Chri stians, of course, 
accepts neither the idea of bib ' cal inerrancy, so 
convenial to the Religious Rig , nor the idea that of 
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historical evidence should be ignored lest it disturb 
comfortable notions accreted over a lifetime. 

Be this analysis as it may, my sister, brother and 
I see a forthcoming paradigm shift in which Reform Jews 
and liberal Christians will realize that their views of 
God and Man are essentially the same. One day, before 
too long, their one God willing, and hastened by 
increasing inter - marriage, they will, at last, reunite. 

Let me shift to another shift, this time to a 
shifting paradigm in the world of English literature, 
one that is for my siblings and me particularly 
embarrassing because it has been coming, replete with 
harbingers, for many decades. Interestingly, it 
involved many of the same elements of mystery which 
attend the quest for the historical Jesus. But this 
shift does not relate to a man who lived 2000 years ago 
but to a man removed from us by only 400 years. 

As you may have guessed, I speak of the shift in 
the perceived identity of the greatest genius in all of 
English literature, the man who wrote the 37 plays and 
154 sonnets attributed to William Shakespeare. The 
shift away from the country rustic born in Stratford
on - Avon as William Shakespeare began very shortly after 
the paradigm began - and the paradigm didn't really 
begin until about 134 years after the Stratford man's 
death in 1616. This is not so surprising when one 
considers that during the Stratford man's lifetime 
there was absolutely no mention of his authorship. 
Although other writers were celebrated he himself made 
no independent claims regarding any writing whatsoever. 
The only examples of his handwriting are six 
signatures, one on his Last Will and Testament, and 
others, using various spellings of his own name. His 
Will, incidentally, made no mention of books or 
anything remotely connected with literature, including 
the plays, twenty of whi~h were unpublished at his 
death. There is no evidence that he ever owned any 
bo~ks or went to. school and there is very little 
eV1dence connect1ng h1m with the theater. His closest 
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relatives were illiterate, including his parents, his 
siblings, his wife and his children. Although 36 of 
the 37 plays are set in roya l courts, William 
Shakespeare of Stratford, to anyone's knowledge, had no 
connection with any royal court. There is no evidence 
that he ever traveled outside the vicinity of Stratford 
and London, although many of the plays are set in 
France and Italy. Could such a rustic leading such a 
life have a vocabulary of seventee n thousand words and 
coin 1,500 new ones - when the vocabulary of the 
average well-educated man is 4000 words? Over the 
years many worthies, including John Greenleaf Whittier, 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, Henry 
James, John Galsworthy and Sigmund Freud, to mention 
only a few, have agreed that the Stratford man is 
simply the product of the Stratford-on-Avon Chamber of 
Commerce strongly assisted by the intransigence of the 
Shakespeare academic community, now centered around the 
Englishman, A.L. Rowse, and members of Washington's 
Folger Library, who had invested too much to admit that 
they made a bad investment. 

If not the Stratford man, who was the author? The 
claims made on behalf of various pretenders were, until 
the 1920's, rather loose guesses based upon their 
general erudition . They included Francis Bacon, 
Christopher Marlowe and the Sixth Earl of Derby - even 
Elizabeth herself. But then along came a scholar who 
took a different approach to identifying the true 
author and accelerated the shift away from the 
Stratford man. He was an Englishman, J. Thomas Looney 
(Loney). Instead of making guesses, however educated, 
Looney (Loney) developed a profile of the sort of man 
who must have written the plays and sonnets in the 
Shakespeare canon; that is, a man living at the 
intersection of the 16th and 17th centuries in 
Elizabethan England who had an excellent education in 
the liberal arts of the day; who, for example, had 
access to, and had read, the works of Ovid and the 
other classical works which were the obvious sources of 
many of the plays; a man who was very familiar with 
law, medicine and music; a man closely acquainted with 
the mind, manners and diversions of the Royal Court, 
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and a man who had traveled to the continent. From his 
study of the plays and sonnets, Looney (Loney) fu:ther 
concluded that the author was a mature man of genlus, 
apparently eccentric and mysterious, of pronounced 
literary tastes, a supporter of the House of Lancaster, 
an enthusiast for Italy, a sportsman, loose in money 
matters, and of probable Catholic leanings. 

Having created a profile, Looney (Loney) then cast 
about for an Englishman of the era who matched it. 
Time prohibits a full discussion of his quest but it is 
enough to say that he uncovered a vast amount of 
evidence leading inexorably to one man - Edward DeVere, 
the 17th Earl of Oxford. The match between Oxford's 
life, accomplishments and disposition and Looney's 
(Loney's) profile is astonishing. To mention only a 
few: Oxford was a nobleman from one of England's most 
distinguished families, not only a member of 
Elizabeth's court but close to and perhaps the lover, 
of Elizabeth herself. He was a fine sportsman, well 
acquainted with the recreational pastimes of royalty. 
He was tutored by classical scholars, including the 
translator of Ovid, Arthur Golding, who was the half
brother of Oxford's mother. Oxford held degrees from 
Oxford and Cambridge Universities and was well known 
and highly regarded as a lyric poet. Many of the very 
same phrases in Oxford's poems, written before the 
Shakespeare plays, are found in the plays. Indeed, 
there are hundreds of other parallels between the poems 
and the plays. Oxford studied law at Gray's Inn, and 
traveled on the continent, including France and Italy. 
He had been the ward and later son-in-law of Lord 
Burghley, Elizabeth's closest advisor and the man 
widely regarded as the model for Polonius in Hamlet - a 
play recognized as having autobiographical overtones of 
whomever the author was. 

The list of similarities between Oxford and the 
profile drawn by Looney (Loney) goes on and on but, of 
course, begs the question as to why Oxford did not come 
forward at the time and claim the authorship. The 
answers to that mystery are still evolving from new 
research but they include these. In Elizabethan times 
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it was unthinkable for a noble an to work for a living, 
such as writing plays to be produced for audiences in 
public theaters. It was, however, accep t able to write 
poems for the amusement of o ne s e f and fri ends, as 
Oxford admittedly did, and d id very well . Moreover, 
since many of the characters in the plays are based on 
members of the Court or related to histor i c al 
situations in which the Court had a pos ition, it may 
not have been politically prudent for Oxford to admit 
to the authorship. Finally, s o e s chol a r s now see 
strong evidence that the a uthor was bi sexua l i f not 
homosexual, the principa l e vidence being t hat most of 
the sonnets clearly were writte n by a n older man to a 
younger man, often in near eroti c t erms. In 
Elizabethan England, homosexuali ty resulted in 
draconian penalties and, thus, i f Ox ford were bisexual, 
that was reason enough to concea l his au t horship. 

As in the case of Galileo and the Jesus Seminar, 
those who support the Oxford cause, who are usually 
members of the rapidly expanding Shakespeare Oxford 
Society, are met with extreme skeptic i sm from the 
Stratford establishment, who seem to believe that the 
rustic Stratford man must have been a genius without 
parallel - a genius who could, in fact, produce 
something out of nothing. When their arguments fail, 
they fall back on, "What difference does it make who 
wrote the plays, a rose by any other name smells the 
same". One might answer, "Would Silent Spring be as 
powerful if it was written by a rock musician, and 
suppose Einstein's general theory of relativity had 
been dreamt up by P.T. Barnum?" Also one wonders if 
the skeptics would care whether or not the world 
identifies them with their own accomplishments 
especially if they are later ce lebra t ed as the'work of 
genius. 

Regrettably, poor Mr. Looney (Loney ) did not in 
his own time get appropriate c r edit for his brilliant 
un:aveling of the Shakespeare ystery - in part, as his 
frlends warned, because a ltho gh hi s name was properly 
pronounced Loney, it was spe l ed Looney . And Mr. 
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Looney (Loney) was looney enough to believe that his 
critics would not take advantage of that opening. 

Finally, let me call your attention to a paradigm 
which has been shifting slowly, at least up until now -
which is what you would expect of a geology paradigm . 
You all know, of course, that we are living in the 
Cenozoic Era and have been for the last 70 million 
years. In case you've always wondered, C-E-N-O is from 
the Greek and means IIrecent.1I Z- O- I-C means IIlife. 1I 

The Cenozoic Era is marked by the advent of animals and 
plants with which we are familiar. It was preceded by 
the Mesozoic which goes back another 130 million years. 
IIMeso li means IImedieval li and the Mesozoic was dominated 
by the dinosaurs and extinct reptiles. The Paleozoic 
means "ancient life ll

, goes back another 400 million 
years and gave us the invertebrates, such as the 
trilobites so dear to the hearts of amateur fossil 
hunters. The Eras are divided into Periods and the 
Periods into Epochs, all with fascinating names. 

How does anyone know when one geologic era, period 
or epoch begins and the previous one ends? There are 
two schools among geologists: one says the 
subdivisions should be marked by a natural change 
applicable the world over, such as a major change in 
sea levels; the other school argues that such a test is 
not reliable and that subdivisions can be more 
arbitrarily drawn to serve man's purposes. 

Of greatest interest to my brother, sister and me 
are time classifications based on changes in the flora 
and fauna, for which we are all indebted to Charles 
Darwin. It took more than 500 million years for 
evolution to work its magic from invertebrates, 
insects, amphibians, reptiles, dinosaurs, mammals and, 
up or down, as you wish, to the hominids who make 
their g~a~d entrance during the late Pli~cene. Despit e 
the rellglOus outrage following the publication of The 
Origin of Species, and the ongoing challenges from 
those who prefer to rely on the authors of Genesis 
rather than Darwin, evolution has come to be a 
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comfortable paradigm for mos t o f u s . It lends 
rationality and a sense of direc io to all life, human 
and otherwise, no matter how s lowly that direction 
becomes apparent. 

Nonetheless, a shift began only 1 50 years ago when 
the Austrian monk, Gregor Mende l, was s tudying the 
development of certain pea plant s. Fr om the lowly pea 
pod we have the science of genet ic s , a l ready 
revolutionizing the way we look at i fe , a science 
which promises to change our food , ou r physiology, our 
psyches, indeed, the eco - system we ca l l the world. 
Among the great names in the science of genetics is, of 
course, Dolly Parton. Dolly has been unforgettable for 
a long time but now she has been immortalized by an 
unlikely Scots biologist, Dr. Ian Wilmut, who, had the 
talent to use a cell from the mammary gland of an adult 
sheep to clone a new lamb, and the whimsy to name the 
newcomer, "Dolly." However troublesome, it seems clear 
that before long we will be cloning human beings as the 
ultimate extension of our long existing practices of 
cloning apple trees, cross-breeding animals and plants 
and manipulating human reproduction in the laboratory. 
Whatever science can do, it ultimately does, and all 
objections are rationalized away, especially if there 
is a profit to be made. 

But what is fascinating to my s i blings and me 
about all this is the likelihood that Gregor Mendal has 
spelled the beginning of the end for Darwinian 
evolution. No longer will living things evolve by 
force of external factors; that is, due to the 
influence of climate, food supply, disease, 
geographical phenomena, reproductive competition and 
the struggle for survival. Instead, life on earth, 
most assuredly including human life, will be formed by 
genetic engineers in a purposeful, tendentious fashion. 

Many geologists and philosop hers, of course, see 
man's tenure on this Earth as being so minuscule 
relative to the great span of geologic time, that 
whatever man becomes or does , makes little difference 
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in the history of the Earth; certainly not enough to 
merit recognition or a new era, epoch or period in the 
classification of geologic time. But are they not 
overlooking the simple fact that the classification 
system is itself a human invention and can, and will 
be, recast; that given man's propensities for self
glorification, a new name is needed to mark the era 
dominated by homo sapiens, thinking man, the era of 
genetic engineering? The three members of the Digm 
family have thus composed what seems to be a felicitous 
combination of the words "sapiens" and "life" to offer 
you a new word to designate our geologic time. We,call 
it the "Sapiozoic" - thinking life. If, perhaps, lt 
rises only to the level of a Period, rather than an 
Era, it would be "Sapiocene." 

As we move into the Sapiozoic, Darwinian evolution 
theory will be succeeded by the science of eugenics, 
that is, the elimination of many human maladies by 
genetic manipulation. We tend to forget that the idea 
of eugenics had respectable advocates before Adolph 
Hitler gave it a bad name. The law, of course, will 
dally along behind science but, eventually, a new 
specialty for lawyers will develop as, say, "Genetic 
Influence Law", just as "Environmental Law" has 
developed in the last fifteen years. 

But what will become of the new paradigms 
themselves as the explosion of knowledge leads to 
faster and faster examinations of old ideas? What will 
happen to paradigms as we experience a phenomenon which 
the biologist, E.O. Wilson, calls "consilience" - an 
ever-increasing jumping together of knowledge across 
disciplines to create common explanations? We will 
have a world in which the life expectancy of a paradigm 
becomes shorter and shorter. And how can any model be 
a,model fo: much of anything if it changes overnight? 
~lll par~dlgms change as fast as passing fashions and, 
If so, ~lll they stlll deserve the name, paradigm? I 
am afra1d not. Paradigms are on the way out. Their 
co~fort~ble,pre~ence has itself been a paradigm, one 
WhlCh wlll lnevltably shift. Just as we lost the 
paradise of innocence in the Garden of Eden by 
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succumbing to the knowledge of good a d evil, we will 
lose the warm and lingering prese ce of paradigms. It 
is even possible that a new John i to wi 1 corne along 
to compose a new epic poem to dec~ e o ss o f 
paradigms. What else could the e for such a poem 
be - but IIParadigm Lost?1I 

My brother, sister and I t ank for your 
ersities have 
a of you on 

attention and for the honor 
bestowed on us this day. We 
your graduation - and wish Y 

THE BUDGET . 

April 27, 1998 
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wit? Hm-m. How about t a as er of the shiv 
retort. Upon being elected go ernor of California, he 
was asked: "Mr. Reagan. Wha K:nd of a governor will 
you be?" To that dumb ques t ' n e a swered, "I dunno. 
r never played a governor. " 

Years later a reporter as ed , II Mr. President. How 
can you justify getting to yo r office as late as you 
do and spending the afterno ' ong naps? You are 
ignoring the business of th i s co try! " 




